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INTBOEUCTIOH AND REVIEt OF LITERATURE
At the turn of the century it was fotmd that certain naturally
occuring aubstanoes euch as Ra B eadttr^d partlclee which had the aaae a/a
ratio as electrons. The charge to naaa ratio helped to establiah that the
emitted particles , called beta rays* were electrona. Neither the rate of
daoaar nor the nunber of electrons given off froa a aaaqple could be altered
by any pfagraical or chemical waana yet electrons appeared spontaneously*
Tha apontaneous Ginissi<»i indicated that the electrons were of nuclear origin*
Since the nucleus had discrete energy leTala* the energy of an electron could
com froa an excited nucleus in its attempt to become energetically stable*
If such were the casOf it would be expected that the energy of eveiy electron
of a particular sabstance would be the sane and characteristic of the trail*
sition* Absorpticm data and energy determinations by magnetic deflection
techniques showed that beta rays had a continuous ener^ry distribution* A
continuous energy spectrum for beta rays appeared to be a serious contradic-
tion to the law of conservation of energy*
Faxili proposed that in addition to an electron, a second particle,
called the neutrino, was nsitted simultaneously in such a way as to conserra
energy. The neutrino had to have unusual properties to account for its
being unobserved in the beta spectrum. Specifical^, the neutrino had to ba
electrically neutral, have a rest mass very nearly sero, and have a spin of ^*
The spin of | waa neceaaary in ord«p for angular momentum to be conserved*
In 1931i Feral (5) gave the first successful theory of beta decay making
tise of the PatOi neutrino* The correctness of the theory proposed by Fermi
was not borne out by early experiments* The discz*epancies between the
experimoital evidence and theory were due pirimaxrLly to poor experimental
techniques such as source thickness and back scattering* More recently
,
hoveveTf investigations of the large number of artificially produced beta
emitters have presented ovenrtieladng evidence in favor of the Fermi theory
and have made its acceptance universal*
Artificially produced beta eoitting isotopes have been obtained with
high specific activity^ thereby enabling the beta spectrum to be investigated
for small order effects* The absence or presence of small order effects
caused by interference was shoim by Fierz (6);^ aa a suppleo^it to the Fermi
theory, to be a direct indication of the type of transiticm that occured in
a decaying nucleus* The exact transition that is effected in beta disintegra<-
ticm has raoained of basic importance « and its xmderstanding would represent
a treoendoua advancement in nuclear physics* The salient features of the
theory of beta decay will be presented here to provide background for the
present investigation*
THEOrar OP BETA DBCAT
ThB basic transformations of beta decay which give a continuous energy
distribution were incorporated by Fenai in a manner analogoxis to the emission
of electromagnetic radiation in the formulation of the theory of beta decay*
n —» p 4- e + (neutron yields proton, olectrcm and neutrino) (X)
P —*- e*^^- n+ J (proton yields positive electrcnt, neutron and neutrino) (?)
p + e —4- n + (proton and electron yields neutron and neutrino) (3)
The emi8si(m of electromagnetic radiation described by Dirac was presented
by employing quwitum field theory. Field theory was utilised in order to
account for the creation of |rfiotons. One consequent of the Dlrac theory of
singular importance was that the coupling enerfry per unit volume could be
represented 1^ the following equation t
iriMre j i» the current density, P la the charge density, A and ^ are the
components of the four-vector eloctrooagnetlc potential and c is the velocity
of light* Thus the coupling energy was giv«n as the scalar product of
tiro fourwvectors^
If the nucleus is thought of as the source of the field and the elec-
trons and neutrinos acting collectively as the field particles then th«
siiBllarity betveen electromagnetic radiation and beta decay beccxnes more
apparent* The similarity of these two types of reactions t«ids to Justify
the extension of Equatiwi (I4) to beta decay. Obviously the terms of Fqua-
tion (it) have to be replaced by their corresponding counterparts for a nuclear
transition if beta decay is to be represaited. Specifically, J and p laust be
replaced by tlie transition current and charge density in terras of the initial
and final nuclear wave functions (16)* Likewise, A and § oust be replaced by
fouz^vector current in electron and neutrino wave functions*
Although the coupling energy for beta decay my be represented by naking
the appropriate substitutions, its evaluation has remained as yet unsolved*
The basic obstacle encountered in attempting to evaluate the coupling energy
lies in the fact that the nuclear wave functions are not known. At this
point, one might be teapted to believe that a suitable theory of beta decMiy
could be forthcoming only after the nuclear wave functlcHns becaae known*
Quite the contrary is true* While the exact form of interaction is not
ai^ilable it is expected that the foms which are present In eleetrooagnetic
radiation will also be present in the beta transition*
Ibe eocact font of transition that takes place in eleotrooagnetic
radiation is well known, further it is known Vaat only vector and tensor
of interactions are possible* Therefore vector and tensor fona Kwt
be Investigated to establish whether or not additional forms are acceptable
f<xr beta decay* The requirement of relativistie invarlanoe produces thanee
distinct possibilities which transform as either a tensor or vector^ namely*
scalar» axial vector and pseudoscalar (?)• In general the coupling energy
is represented as a linear sub of tto five possible forms
«
where the O's are the Fezui coupling constants and ax9 a maasure of the
H^paitude of each particular type of interaction* Inherent in each of tha
Fermi coupling constants Is a universal constant (g) analogous to the charge
on the electron* ^hila the interaction or coupling energy is presented aa
a linear sum it is not intended that a nonlinear coiift)lnation should be
excluded* The importance of the fozu of interaction energy can not be over-
•aphaaieed since it is the Quantity foranost in producing the beta tranaition*
Quantua aaohanically the fonoula first derived by Mrac (13) for the
probability of transition per unit tlae* ualng time dependent perturbation
theory* is
In Equation (6)* H is the operator associated with the Interaction energy*
^^and ^are the time dependent nave functions for the initial and final
states of the system, and dN/dE^ is the energy density of the final stataa
in real space, "lie quantity between bars, {/"^^H t|>- | * is called the matrix
el«Mnt of transition* Essentially then* the probl^ in beta decay is to
evaluate the terms for the probability of transition in the simplest possible
form*
Tha quantity dN/dE^, of Fquation (6), the energy density of the final
states* is evaluated by the following relations
t
J.
The syndsolB p and q are used to denote the electron and neutrino anDenttua
rMpectlvely* a<, the rest aase of the electron^ Fo the mnxlmm beta ray
energy and E the aiergy of the esdtted electron* Strictly speaking^ the neu-
trino momentum which Is given through the miergy ccmservatlon principle is
not correct since the mergy of the recoiling nucletis niuat also be included.
However« the use of the neutrino moaentum as given above is valid because the
nws of the residual nucleus is very large and consequently its kinetlD
energy aaist be stnall*
(%viously« the eaavgy density of the final states depends upon the
mwtoer of states available to the electron and neutrino. It is easily shoim
that the nu2d>er of electron states in volume 1 with Dooentvtm between p and
p -*- c^ is ^''LBlsf^ BxA similarly that the number of neutrino states between q
and q 4-dq is V^V^^ (lo). The probability that an electrcm and neutrino
will occupy any particular state is given by the product of the total nuiri>er
of states available to the leptonSf thusi
Equation (8) involves the neutrino m(»aentum and it is desirable to represent
the energy density of the final states as a function of the electron OMSBtiim
and energy alcme. Through the use of Equation (7) it is possible to change
from eloctronHneutrino momoitum space to electron m<xnentu»»energy spaee^
that l8»
Up)U<^) = J(c/^)C^O = '/(L Uf>)(^^^) (9)
where J is the Jacoblan. With this change it is possible to write Kquati<«
(8) in the following fomi
The transition matrix of Equation (6) is simplified by assuming that
the vaT» fHmctions for the electron and noutrlno can be represented }3y th«
plane waves
>
^^--^^^''''''^^
^,
= V^^'^"'/^ (U)
vhsrt p and q again represent the mcmmixm of the electron and neutrino
rMpectlvely^ and N^ and N^ are the respective normalizing factors*
Roraalising the wave functions over volume t' it is found that both nonaalis-
ing factors have the mum value* explicitly /^ • In additicm it is fiurther
assumed that the transition does not depend in any way upon the coupling
energy so that the probability of nodssion depends only upon the expectation
values of the electron and neutrino at the surface of the nucleus. Thus the
contributico of the electnxi and neutrino to transition is sioq;>l7t
|f,Cr)|" If.CDl^ (12)
Since the diaoeter of the nucleus is known to be about 10 cm and the
wav« length of the electron about 10~^^ cm it is possible to say that Fqua-
tian (12) can be further reduced by letting r equal seroy that is
lb* assumptions of the i»?eceding paragraph are obvious ov«rsl^}liflca-»
tions partially dae to the presence of the coulombie field of the nucleus
and a perturbation correction is necessary* This correction is the compli*
oated Fermi function (16) and is dependent only upon the electron mc^aentum
and the product nucleus* The effect of the Pemd function is to warp the
syawtric statistical shajie in such a fashion that the probability is in-
ereased for electrtms in the low energy range*
When the Fermi function is denoted as P(Z,p) and tiie results of Equa-
tions (10) and (13) substituted into Equation (6), the transition probability
becomes
t
By virtue of these substitutions the aatrlx element of Equation (6) la
reduced to /Mf, th« transition matrix* which involves only «ie Initial and
final wave functiom of the nucleus* Physically PJ/ is the overlap of the
Initial and final nuclear wave functions or more specifically the operator
which changes a neutrcm to a proton* The above agcpreesion for the probability
of transition^ given by Fermi, is of particular interest since prior to 193U
all attempts to produce an analytical expression for beta decay by eaperical
curve fitting had proved unsuccessful* If a plot of the square root of the
transition probability, or the experimentally observed disintegraticsia per
unit time, over the product of the square of the electron lacmentum and the
Fermi function versus electron energy is made, a straight line results* The
intersection of such a line with the afiergy axis readily determines the max-
imm beta ray oiergy*
In optical spectra the transition matrix of Equation (^) is quite
eomplicated so that the integral of the optical retardation factor is ex-
panded in dipole, riuadrupole, and octopole terns rather than evaluating the
matrix elements* For such an expansion to be valid it is necessazy that the
my iMgth of the enAtt/wA ndiaticn be very small in comparison to the
'diameter' of the atom* Tiie classifications of forbiddenness in optical
spectra ani developed by considering the first non-sero term in the expansion*
If the dipole term la sero the radiation is called first forl)iddeni if in
addition the quadrupole term is zeix> then the radiation is second forbidden
and 80 forth*
tkM Mae principles are applied to beta decay except that here the tran«
ition raatirlx is not known, but it is known that five forms of interaction
energy are possible* The proper determination of seleetion rules for beta
decay have to come tr<m examining the relativiatic matrix elements* However,
8IMS is quite involved* ftiB aaaw r«9olt8 can be obtained by exaiaining th«
wave function of a free electron having angular vogmmataai as well as linear
aooentum*
Tlw wave function for a free electron for snail distances froa the
origin of the nucleus is known to be proporticmal to the distance from the
origin raised to the orbitial angular sKmentun power« that is '^'^ r* (2)«
For allowed transitions the angular moiMmtum must be zero if the oxtensioti
value of the nucleus is assimed to be sero* In allowed transitions the elcc<-
trons and neutriiws are esltted with sero ax^iular moaantumf but it is possible
for the intrinsic spins of the leptons to be oligned either anti-parallel or
p«rBllel« For the case in which the spins are anti-parallel the spin change
^T of the nucleus must be s«aro« Further, since electrons and neutrinos are
fermions there is no change in parity. These two conditicms known as the
Fend selsetion rules are written as follows:
Ferai selectl<m rules i AJ'^o, no parity change
Ihen the leptons have their spins oriented parallel, corresponding to a tri-
plet state, again no angular aomentum is involved and the spin change of the
nucleus is ^17= O, f 1 (0 -^ excluded) where there is no parity change*
Ihe conditions for the triplet state are called the Camow-Teller selection
rules and are writtwi:
Qamonf-Teller selection rules: A J'^ 0,
-^l (0-^0 excluded), no parity chaiigtf
In the relativistlc treatisent of the transition matrix eleraoits it is
found that the scalar and vector interactions give rise to the Femi seleo*
tion rules whereas the Gaaow-Teller selection rules are obeyed by tensor or
axial vector interactions. The pseudoscalar interaction involTOS a parity
change and therefore is not expected unless in combination with one of th«
other possible forms. From this it is understandable that the I Ml of
Equation (U) should be replaced by the following expressions
U = [(V2-4- shlUI^2-^\ik^-^ t2)IM12] (15)
The abxmdance of forbidden transitions shows that in sooe cases the
zero extensiwi of the nucleus is a poor approximation and that the wave
length to nuclear 'diameter* ratio is not sufficiently large to ;)ustify an
approKloation of this nature. The degree of forbiddenness is often estimated
fron "ft** values* The probability of transition is the faffllliar decay con-
stant and its reciprocal the mean life. Thus, if the reciprocal of the
probability function is Integrated over all possible values of the electron
momofitxiffl, an analytic expression for the mean life is obtained. The integral
of the Fermi function can be evaluated analytically only when the nuclear
charge is zero, however, appropriate values for specific isotopes are obtained
from graphical integration. The mean life for a specific isotope is depend-
ent only on the integral of the transition matrix and evidently a measure
of forbiddenness.
SMALL ORDER EFFECTS IN PHOSPHORUS 32
The beta radiations of P^ have been extensively investigated (1), (7)»
(lU)f (19)* but only recently has emphasis been placed upon small order
effects. The exact form of the law of beta dec^ has not bewi determined,
since the Fend theory contains five possible interactiois. From the accu-
mulated data involving beta decay cei*tain cosiblnations of the five forms az*e
most probable, but the ultimate answer must come fi*om angular correlation
«xperim«ita. fJahmoud and Konopinskl (9) proposed an STP type of ccxoblnatlan
over a VTP cwnbination. The feasibility of such a proposal may be obtained
be examining P^^ for a Fierz type interference (6).
A Fierz interference is manifest in a reciprocal energy term multiplying
10
the statistical factor and la an indication of th« teasox^-axial vector
adnlxture for Gaioov-Teller transitions* If a Fiers interferoiee is present
then the Feraii plot would no longer be linear and its deviation would be a
laeasure of the adadxture contribution* P^ , with high disintegration energy
and low atomic number, would t«id to aucloize the presence of Fiers inter*
ference. Until 1957 the linearity of the Fermi plot was not seriously ques-
tioned {k)$ (12) but Porter et al«, (11) have obtained a shape factor plot
with a significant slope. An STP ccHsbinaticm would be quite unacceptable
if such a deviation persisted*
APPARATUS
The 180 degree variable field magnetic focusing spectro»eter-«pectro>
graph employed in this investigation is shown in Plate I* IMs instrument
has been described in detail elsewhere (8)* The current for the energising
colls of the spectrometer was supplied by lOO-ampere hour lead storage
cells « and fields of constant value were maintained for pez*iods of four
hours without adjustment* Field measumnents were made by balancing, through
a potentiooeter arrangen^t, ihe emf's of the two identical coils, one ro-
tated in the spectrometer field and the other in a standard permanent magnet*
Operating pressures of one micron were accanplishod with a Coico torepaap
coimected in series with a one stage diffusion punqp.
The spectromet«p insert (Plate II, Fig, 1) has rounded baffles which
have been coated with lamp black to prevent localized charge accuraulation*
Direct gamma rays frc^n tiie source to the counting tube are absorbed by a
large lead block surrounded by ludte.
Old window Geiger tubes (3) were constructed to provide a means of detec-
tion and are shown in Plate II, Fig, 2. Each tube casing was of 1/8 inch
uwall brasa tubing, 1 inch outside diameter, 5 lA inches long, and provided
with a 3/8 inch flange at one end to facilitate sealing the window, A sec-
ond flange U lA inches from the end window was attached to allow the tube
to be connected to the face plate of the spectrometer* A 3*1 nil diameter,
1 inch long nichrome wire vas spotwelded to a 50 mil tungstun wire sealed in
a glass o«p« The spotweld and the end of the nichrc«e wire were tipped with
soft glass to torn a lA^ inc^ diameter bead. The cap and wire assembly
were sealed in the casing with a thermoplastic I'esin (8)* The lengths of
the wires were such that the tipped nichrome wire was as close to the window
as possible and yet not in contact. Mica of approximately 1 milligruD per
square caitimeter was used as window material. The uniformity of the mica
«aa datermined by examination between crossed polaroids.
The mica was sealed to the 3/8 inch flange with an ether resin (20)
that possesses unique properties which make it ideal for this purpose. A
washer of the same dimensions as the end window flange was sealed over the
window for additional support. A filling syotwa independ«it of the spectro-
meter was constructed which consisted of a mercury manometer, etlyl alcohol
and argon bottles and a thermocouple presstire indicator. The alcohol was
made water free by placing magnesium in commercially pure ethyl alcohol and
diatiUing, The Qeiger tubes were evacuated and argon and ethyl alcohol were
admitted in a ratio of three to one to a pressure of about four and one-half
centimeters of asrcury. Several tubes were produced with plateaus of ?50
volts and less than 5 percent rise per 100 volts, A typical curve is shown
in Plate II, Fig. 3.
Calibrati(m was accomplished by extrapolating the hi^ energy edge of
the 661,65 KEV internal conversion 'K* line of Cs^^7 (i6), ihis calibration
together with the determination of the resolution (Plate III) was in complete
EXPLAHATION OF PLATE I
Sp«etroiMter and auxiliary equipment
A - Soft Iron pole pieces
B * I^ergiaing coils
C •• Diffusion puop
D • Forepunqa
E - Standard field aagnet
From previous calibraUon and the linearity of the hclipot in
ths potentiometer arrangeiaent it was possible to aossure fields to
within (»ie«*undredth of a gauss. For fields of 200 gauss awasur**
m^ts reproducible to two parts In ton thousand have consistently
been obtained*
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HATE I
Hi
•greenent with the original calibration of the Instnment in 1953«
EXPERDCEIiTAL TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSINQ OP D41A
CarrieT«-free radioftotive P^^ was obtained trona. the Oak Ridge Matitmal
Laboratories and ims employed exclusively in this investigation* The pho*»
I^orus ma produced by a neutron to proton transitim of S-^ and reportedly
was greater than 99 percent pure. The chendcal fora of the P^^ was H^PO^
in a 0*5 nonaal solution of hydrochloric acid.
A 1 ailliBeter by U centlneter strip of aluodnum foil» of thickness
O.00O25 inchf wa« used as a backing for the source. A thickness of this
order reduced back scattering and absorption to a negligible sattent. Insulin
«M spread over the surface of the aluminum to serve a dual purpose « first to
facilitate uniform spreading of the radioactive material and second to act as
a buffer between the acidic source and the aluminum backing. The radioactive
materials were confined to the center section of the strip of length equal to
the inside diameter of the Qelger tube. This source length was used in order
to BdnimiBe counts due to electrons whose trajectories were excessively-
oblique.
V^'i^out utilizing vacuum evaporation techniques it was impossible to
place more than 5 microliters of the source material on the strip without
flaking off the insulin. Pure aluminum^ aluminum treated with phosphorous
acid, and albumin were used in an attempt to find a * sticking agent* iMch
would allow a greater amount of phosphorus to be placed on the backing. In->
sulin was found to be more satisfactory than any of the above menticmed treat-
ments ev&n thouf^ it limited the amount of material that could be placed an
the strip. Since (mly 5 microliters were placed on the backing the counting
rate obtained was relatively low, that is just tiro or three times above
EIPUNATION OF PUTE II
Fig. !• Spectrometer insert
Fig. 2. Geiger tube
Fig. 3. Typical Geiger tube plateau
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EHTLANATTON OF PLATE III
Internal conversion spectrum of Cs"
'
The intensity and position of the 'K' conversion line of Cs-*^^
with respect to the beta spectznim made it weH suited for calibra-
tion purposes. The resolution of a spectrometer is the extent to which
it is possible to distinguish between conversion lines with small
energy separation. The resolution may be determined from the follow-
ing relations
R = HBp)
irtiere 6 (Bp) is the half width of the conversion line and Bp the macnetic
rigidity at which the line occua?s. In a variable field spectrometer
the trajectory of the electrons is fixed and therefore the resolution
is constant independwit of the partictilar oiergy used for evaluation*
With the soux%e and acceptance slit set at 1 millimeter the resolutirai
was loss than 1 percent* No attempt was made to resolve the *L* and
•U( Unas.
o
o
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the background level at the high energy end of the spectrum.
The spectrometer was operated vrito 1 percent resolution over a period
of twKity days» During the first few days the «itire spectrum was surveyed
twice to establish the general shape and also to ascertain that no unusual
discrepencies w«re present. Counting rates for particular field settings
were then established over longer periods of time to obtain the statistics
neesMaxy for a small order investigation.
The background counting rate was measured in the spectrometer by revers-
ing th« magnetic field causing the emitted electrons of the source to be bent
away from the counting tube. The background level was measured both befow
and after data was taken of phosphorus and the average of the two background
readings was used as tJhe best estimate of background over the counting period.
Since the background counting rate was coi^parable to the counting rate of the
lAiosphorus the acc\ifflulated data was naturally corrected for the background
contributicai. Also* half-life corrections were made by correcting counting
times to twelve noon of the first day of counting. The half-life of p32 was
experimentally determined and an explanation of the results obtained can be
found on page 2Z» With counting rates as low as ware encountered, errors due
to counter dead time and electronic delays were quite unimportant.
The uncertainty associated with the corrected counting rate was obtained
by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the uncertainties in
the background and in the phosphorus counting rates. The uncertainty attrib-
uted to background was taken from the lump sum of all the counting times.
Handling the data in this manner showed that the contribution of backgroxmd
was ve:y slight in comparison to that of the phosphorus.
The normaliaed spectrum obtained is shown in Plate IV. lliis spectrum
wchibited two unusual and unexpected traits. First, there appeared a definite
tI
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nrauuTioB 07 futb t
BaXf-life I>etenniziatlon of B^^
A MMdlolog plot of tho ootntlae r&t« rwwoM tiat prodnood a
strai^t line vhoee slop* flaT* the deo^ constaat. To Insore tiiat
oiU^ th« eetivity of p32 ,,im aeatarod, a 6 ntlUexam «^i«Hnw ab»
•ox'iMKr ima placed between the eottroe and the conntlag tobe. The
Feather equation shoved that 6 milligrosw of altudnum was aore than
soffioleat to eheozO) all of the I^^ rodlatlen. VhMk eddltloiMl aV
eorbere were placed between the soorce ^Ad the ootmting tube It was
fotad that a snail eotmtlas nte ezieted eren thon^ the absorbers
shoold hare stopped all of the p52 jpadlation. A oontaadnate Isotope
eottld prodruse this effect, however, stnoslinff teem to W the MMt
logical ea^lonatloa* Indeed If a oontandnate isotope was present,
it was in a yr:r aiaate aaonnt. The sonreo was followed over forty
four doyt aad a half«>life of 14,27 ± .05 days was obtained.
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hxuap at the low energy end of the spectrum, and second, the end point energar
looked as thou^ it was larger than the known disintegration energy.
The Fermi analysis (18) showed that the Ivmp at the low energy end of
the spectrum was produced by a contaminate beta decaying isotope (Plate 71),
Further, the energy of disintegration was approiiittitely 250 KM. The exist-
ence of this isotope in p32 prepared at Oak Ridge IJational Lalwratories has
been iuYestigated (?) and shown to be p33. The amount of p33 present was
estimated to be about 3 percent, but only meager data \rere taken at low ener-
gies. At low energies the electrons were unable to penetrate the mica window,
therefore data in this region of the spectrum was not particularly reliable.
In addition, the amount ot p33 present depended upon the age of the radio-
active stuffs J for instance, in one year the sample would be almost 97 per-
cent p33 because of the difference in half-lifes of the two isotopes of
phosphorus. Only points well above 250 0\r were used in this investigation.
The fact that the Fermi plot gave an end point energy for the beta
disintegration of p32 of 1,713 r .005 MS7 indicated that the residual count-
ing rate must be attributed to scattering. The effect of scattering was most
noticeable when either the counting rate was low or the energy quite hi^.
Thus the existence of a residual counting rate would not seriously hamper a
small order effect investigation providing that only points sufficiently far
from the end point energy were used.
If the equation for the usual Fermi plot is manipulated by dividing both
sides of Bq.uation (14) by the square of the difference between the end point
energy and the energy of the electron, that is,
H/lF(Z,p)p2 (s . j;)2^^ constant (16)
one may detect small deviations of the Fend plot. A plot of this nature is
called a shape factor plot and should not be confused with the statistical
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shape factor. Plate VII^ a statistical shape plot was obtained through such
a manipulation.
The slope of Plate VI gave a direct indication of the amo\mt by which
the Femd plot was nonlinear. Nonlinear!ty is exactly what would be expected
if a Fierz Interference were present. The plot obtained exhibits a slope of
approxlinately 3 percent over the entire enei^ range investigated. It should
be emphatically emphasized that the plot was extremely sensitive to the end
point energy. An uncertainty in the end point energy amoxinting to 5 KEV
could completely mask any concrete results. However^ even with a ^ KEV end
point uncertainty it was felt that a definite trend was established.
Had the shape factor been a straight line a Flerz interference would
haw been highly Improbable. However « a significant slope demanded that
the magnitude of the Flerz interference, which was stated before to be man-
ifest in a constant (r) over the energy, be obtained. It has been shown that
the magnitude of the constant of the Fierz interference term could be obtained
by a least-sqtiare development (12). Essentially this entailed determining
the slope of the Fermi plot from a least-squares line and evaluating (r)
from the following relatloni
where /^^ ' '^''/CP^ fCt,9)L^^-€S\^^ IT^ "^"/^WX* W , and W ,. are two
energies between which approximately one-third of the spectrum was included.
The value for (r) obtained was 0.07 \. •03. The probable error of (r) was
determined by examining errors in the first term of Equation (17). The other
terms in Equation (17) may have errors on the order of 2 or 3 percent irtiere-
as the first term co\ild involve errors of as much as 100 percent.
EXPLANATION OF PLATE VII
Shape Factor Plot of Phosphorus 32
Th* nonaalized coimtlng rate divided by the square of the electron
momentun^ the Fermi function « and the square of the difference between
th« end point energy and the electron energy was plotted against the
electron enez^* The error flags shoim en each point were the probable
errors due to counting statistics only. The dotted lines follow the
local average of the points and indicate the shift of the points if the
«id point energy were incorrect by 5 KEV, It waa diffictxlt to obtain
good statistics at extremely high energies primarily because the square
of the difference between the and point energy and the electron energy
was qtiite small and a relatively small probable error in the countiag
rate becaoe large whan a shape factor deteradnation was autde* This
fact in itself relegates the contribution of t^e residual counting rate
to a very slight percent of the uncertain^ associated with points at
the higher end of the spectrum. It was noted that the majority of the
error flags were within the dotted lines. This indicated that the prob-
able error of the end point energy of .005 MEV was a rather conserve
atlve estimate.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The Fernd. plot of Plate VI gives the folloirlng information concerning
the Na^^(pfn)P^ reaction prepared at the Oak Ridge National Laboratories*
For the beta decaying p32 isotope the Fermi plot should be a single straight
linof hcwever« tvo straight line se^enta were obtained. The presence of tvo
straight line segmMits is due to the presence of two beta decaying isotopes*
Fros the intersection of the line segmait with the cmergy axis, the end point
energy of P^^ ^^g determined to be 1*713 - .00$ MEV, Also the disintegration
energy of the second or contaminate Isotope was found to be approxiaately
2^0 KEV and was thus attributed to the presence of P^^* A small percent of
f^ was presont at the onset of the investigation^ however* the effect of the
contaminate was eliidnated since <»ily data above the ?^^ cut off was utilised
in obtaining information of P^^* The half-life of P^^ was experimentally
determined to be li^*?? - aO^ days. The above values, within the probable
errors « varifly the results that have been obtained by others (17)*
Most significant in this investigation is, for P^^, the apparent linear
deviation of the Fermi plot. The deviation from a straight line is readily
shorn by the shape factor plot (Plate VI} to be concave upwards. The shape
factor plot exhibits a slope of approxifflately 3 percent over the entire energy
range investigated. The existence of such a slope could be attributed to the
presence of a Fiers interference. Tlie Fermi plot of P^^ Indicates tiiat it is
an allowed transltim, however, the "ft" value places it in the second forbid*
dm category irtiere a nonlinear Fend plot is characteristic. If the probl«R
of classification of forbiddwmess is resolved and shown to be second forbid-
den then this investigation makes no contribution to the problem of the exact
form of beta decay. If, on the other hand, the P^^ transiticm is later shown
nto b« allowed then the STP coiid>ination proposed by tfahooud and Konopinaki
la quite iopoaalble* Further, an exact form representing beta decay nmst
include both the twrisor and axial-vector interaction onergy terns*
If the transition of P^ is allowed « this experiment becomes quits impor*
tant and refin«MDts would be desirable. Therefore the follcnring suggestions
are set forth as a nsans whereby the probable error associated with ths shape
factor plot may be reduced*
As in all nuclear experements high counting rates are very desirable,
here again this beeomss extremely ii^pcnrtant* A higher counting rate and more
uniform source may be obtained by «aploying vacuum evaporation techniques (19}»
The backing described in this paper should prove to be adequate to minimize
back scattering. The P^^ source should be obtained from the Chalk River pile
bseause P^ pivduced there has been shown to be free of P^-' (7). A souirce
free of ?^^ would allcm the low energy region of the P^^ spectrum to be uti-
lized. It is quite important that the low energy region of the P^^ spectrua
be exploited, primarily because here the difference between the end point
energy and the beta pairticle energy is largest. It is this wiergy diffemnce
which is used as a divisor in computing ths shape factor plot. Hence ths
probable error of the shape factor plot is smallest at the low energy ragion.
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The type of interactlm that takes place in a beta decaying nucleus
Is known to be a eoobinatitm of five fonas. Accuiaulated experimental
evidence has led Mahmoud and Kcmopinski to propose a Sealar->TensoxwPseudo-
scalar cooibination as the exact form of the Interaction in beta decay*
This proposal was invaatigatsd eocperimentally through the use of
I^osphorus 32*
Samples of P^ obtained from the Oak Ridge National Laboratories
3?
comtained a slight trace of phosphorus 33 • The half-life of P was
experimentally determined to be li(*27 ir«0^ days and this value was used
in the Fsnai analysis of the P-' spectrum* The disintegration energy of
P^ obtained was 1*713 t #005 MEV. These results were in good agreement
with the values obtained by others*
The shape factor plot of P^^ exhibited a slope of three percent over
the mtire energy range investigated* A definite slope shewed that the
Femd. plot of P^ was concave upwards and could be ceased by a Piers
interference* The possibility of an STP c(»Ebination sseas rather remote
in view of the deviaticni from a straight line* In general the distinction
between an allowed or a see<md forbidden spectrum is made on the basis of
the shape of the Fermi plot and the ft" value* These two criteria do not
yield the same result for P^* lYie Fermi plot indicates an allowed spectrum
while the "ft" value implies a second forbidden spectrum* This discrepancy
is not resolved in the present investigatlcm* If later evidence shows the
speetrum to be seccmd forbidden these data make no contribution to th«
question of the nature of the beta decay interaction. If the spectrum is
later shown to be allowed then the present results imply that the STP
conibinatica proposed by Uahmoud and Konopinski is not possible.
